
KAJANG SHOOTING RANGE-RUN 3773(14/3/2016) 
 

 

Date : 14-3-2016 

Run No : 3773 

Runsite : KAJANG SHOOTING RANGE 

Hare : Poon Yian Lon (Boon Chai) 

Co-Hare: Tyson, Peter Cushion, SiYe Wah, 

Leong Pang Wai, Eric Ng, 

Guest : 3 

Runners: about 80-90 

FROPS: SOTONG  at 7.45pm and then Ah Meng 

7.46pm, Bandaraya ,Taiwan You and the usual crowd 

Distance: 13  km; Checks: 4 
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THE RUN 
The Hare today was Poon Yian Lon 
 

       Poon Chai  

 

He is a modest & quiet sort of fellow, and one of our behind-the-

scene supporters , making sure Motherhash runs without a hitch. 

But if you should run foul of the rules, then he could easily wire 

a cable & stick it up your behind & flip on the switch. However, 

today, he was on the trail with 5 other co-hares; well- equipped 

with papers, beers, and fried chicken (they set runs in style ). 

They started walking at 2 pm. 
 
 

RUN SITE 
 

 
 

Parking for this run was on open ground before the tunnel to the 

Shooting Range. Once through the tunnel, the trail either turns 

left, or turns right. This time round, we turned right, going past the 

Shooting Range, and then curving to the left in an anti-clockwise 

loop. 
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My group, the short cutting geriatrics ( \Albert, Danial Ngiam, 

Kana , Dennis Khoo , Don , Plasticman , Michael), took the 

same loop but walking at a lower level. After 45 minutes, we 

descended from the hill to a stream. It is here, that we met the 

returning Hare & Co-Hares. 
 
 

The Main Pack ran a larger outer loop, also anti-clockwise. FROP 

was Sotong at 7.48 pm. Sotong, as the name implies, is the size of 

a satay stick, with more power than weight. Following closely 

behind were Ah Meng, Bandaraya, and Young Yap. For a 

moment, rumours of a 12km run were beginning to sound 

ominous. But by 8.20 pm, most were back home. There were 4 

checks, and much opportunity to run unimpeded. A runner’s run 

in some ways. 

 

1st Runner “Sotong” Age is just figure 

 

 

‘Good Run’ all look Happy On Sec-slow 8.05pm 
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THE CIRCLE 
After all the usual heckling had subsided, the general consensus 

was that this was a good run. Not too hard, not too soft. 

Sometimes it takes experience to not to up a run, but instead, 

strike a good balance. Given this was a hot day, like all recent 

days in March have been, it made good sense. But planetary 

alignments, and other celestial movements are causing havoc to 

the hash, and we are wilting under the oppressive heat. The con- 

solation is that it will not happen again until after another 13,000 

years. (so says my galactic advisor ) 
 

 

Hare & Co-Hares 

With the sun down, and under a pleasant night sky, the circle 

commenced with the Hare & Co-Hares being on- downed. 

The On Cash urged recalcitrants to pay up......fast. ! ( = stick ) 

Both Powderballs & Plasticman were next on the box, to receive 

their “long service” badges. ( = carrot ) Time has taken its toll on 

them (in terms of speed & agility ), but both seemed determined 

to soldier on. 
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3 GUESTS POWDERBALLS & PLASTICMAN 
 

There were 3 guests. One was new to everything hash (far right ). One 

was 2nd time running in the hash (1st time last week ) 

(in the middle ) Another character (far left ) looked very familiar in 

Klang Valley hash circles. A Wanderer perhaps? All followed Hash 

Protocol for Motherhash Guests. 
 

 

Hardy Boy was next on the box to complain that members keep asking 

“how much is the 80th Anniversary Run ? ” early bird rate ? Well, read 

his lips......... 

 “ Three Hundred and Fifty Ringgit “ ($350)... Pay Leong.”   
 

 

READ MY LIPS..RM350. MAKAI HOI 
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Since the designated Bomoh (Arthur Hoi) was absent, Mike Kuan 

substituted for him. All the Hois were summoned up to the Circle for 

collective punishment. However, the only other Hoi was Maka Hoi (a 

Yap actually ). Under Other Charges, we also had Billy No Hair, Billy 

Yap, the Koreans, PlayBoy amongst others, on the box. 
 

 

But the highlight of the Circle must be this : The Opera announced 

rather proudly, that he had proposed to an un-named unmentionable. 

And had not received a reply . Guys......This was Heart Breaking 

News for all the unmentionables who kiss the ground on which he 

walks !! 

 

Opera with the On Sec? “my unmentionable love me? or love me not?” 
 

However, the constant chats on the WhatsApp were wrecking his 

nerves. When he thought it was a response from the 

unmentionable, it was yet another Whatsapp message from the 

Chat Group of no importance. As of the time of writing, we still do 

not know the result. Watch this space.➯ 
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THE ON ON 

There were 6 tables present at the Restaurant Loo Tian, 

located in Sg.Jolok. This is in the vicinity of the Kajang 

Prison where a well-known Opposition politician currently 

resides. The food was good, and served faster than we could 

eat ! ★★★★★ for service ! The cost was RM18/pax. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Excellent Runsite, Good Run, 

             
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Swinging Low after dinner 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

This was a good effort by Ah Poon Chai ; many thanks from 

the hash members ! Opera closed the dinner with a Swinging 

Low recital. 

On On ! Michael Moi 


